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Let’s talk shops
Is it game over for stores, malls and high streets? Not according to these developers and
place-makers who believe they have the formula that makes bricks-and-mortar retail work.
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From the top-floor of Meyer
Bergman’s offices on Air Street, in
London’s Soho, the whole city feels
like it’s laid out beneath you. Just to
the west, the Royal Academy peers
over the tops of buildings; beside it
lies Burlington Arcade, a luxury retail
destination that was, until recently,
part of this real-estate investmentmanagement firm’s portfolio.
Meyer Bergman makes the
development of urban space its
business, targeting under-exploited
retail properties across Europe and the

How do you save the shopping mall
from becoming a boring relic of the
past? Is the future of retail more than
minimum wage? Do train-station
shops and cafés have to simply flog
bad coffee and stale sandwiches, or
can they be turned around and transformed into a display case for the best
a city has to offer? These are some of
the most intriguing questions currently facing the retail sector.
To provide some answers and
debunk some widely held myths,
we’ve assembled a panel of industry
experts from around the world to give
us their unique points of view. From
the man at the helm of Poland’s biggest fashion retailer to the developer
who will soon cut the ribbon on one
of the biggest new retail precincts

to open in London in years, these
spokespeople know the sector and
where it’s heading.
Several common threads emerge
from these diverse perspectives.
Most importantly, the idea, so prevalent even a couple of years ago, that
bricks-and-mortar retail is facing an
existential threat is less all-pervasive.
Just as the internet heralded the
death of only poor-quality newspapers and magazines, and forced every
other player to raise their game, so
e-commerce is pushing physical stores
to hit new heights.
The new (and far more interesting) question is: how do we make the
most of these spaces and reach those
new heights? For some answers to that
question, read on. — (m)

US and maximising their value before
eventual divestment. At the heart of
Meyer Bergman’s strategy lies savvy
curation: by leasing to carefully chosen
high-end retailers, the firm has hit on
a formula for boosting its properties’
fortunes. Burlington Arcade is a case
in point – bought for £104m (€117m)
in 2010, along with Thor Equities, the
property was sold earlier this year for
almost three times that much.
Overseeing this is its Dutch CEO
and founder Markus Meijer. Alert
and engaged, he seems unfazed after
a long-haul flight with two children
under five. Recently arrived from
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station daily and those numbers are
expected to climb to half a million by
a grand and airy space, decades
of wear had left their mark on the
station’s subterranean retail complex.
Its tired and dreary atmosphere failed
to tempt commuters to open their
workers and residents.
In April, however, following nearly a
decade of work, Union Station began
unveiling its new retail spaces. While
shops and juice bars are among
those that have opened their doors,
helping transform Union Station into
a welcome stop for people passing
through and a destination in its own
right. Behind its carefully chosen
tenant mix is Beauleigh, a Torontobased retail consultancy headed by
Jean-Francois Nault and Marcelle
Rademeyer. —
MONOCLE : What was Beauleigh’s
vision for Union Station?
MARCELLE RADEMEYER : Our immediate

direction from national cookie-cutter
tenants; instead, we wanted to curate
the station with the best of Toronto.
Most of the people passing through
may never become familiar with what’s
found in the city’s neighbourhoods,
so the idea was to bring the city to the
station. Secondly, all the retail that
you see at the bottom of condo towers
is pretty bad. We wanted to create a
destination where residents can hang
out during weekends.
M: What has it been like working
with a building that has such a
storied history in the city?
MR : There are a lot of challenges when
dealing with a heritage building and
one with the magnitude of Union
Station, which had been literally
untouched for many years. On the
Front Street Promenade, all the

heritage look. They’re very beautiful,
so we had to pick the right retailers to

ago and you open a shop door and a
bell rings. You’re walking into these
independent stores and if you live in
a nearby condo, you’re able to get

When the station’s
renovation began

you can go to the barber. You can go
downstairs to our curated market with
the city’s best butchers, bakers and
fishmongers. You can go there and
spend a day.
M:

As a major transit hub, is it

expediency and high-volume sales
while also becoming a place where
people want to spend time?
MR : It’s a very painstaking process.
There’s no shortcut. We wanted
to create ‘neighbourhoods’ in the
station that are dictated by things
such as the size of the space, whether
it’s a historical heritage [part of the
building] or not, and also by the pace
of the traveller. We have to take into
account how people move through
the station and if and how we can
change their habits. Can we delay
them? Can we make them leave their
meal to take home on the train and
put in the oven?
M:

How do you pick the right
tenants for the space?
MR : That’s when you do what
everyone has done in the past – you
hit the pavement and start scouring
the city. You’re walking into stores
and seeing if they’re capable of
opening a second location. Once
that’s passing through the station, they
have to make a decision: is there a
into and translate into dollars? The
other challenge is they have to take
whatever their concept is, condense
it and edit it to a point where they’re
selling the best of what they have in a
For us, authenticity was really
important too. We have The Danish
Pastry House, whose owner works
directly with the Danish Embassy to
was the one we wanted. Amano is
going to make its own fresh pasta
on-site that you can take home. It’s
a great audience for businesses that
would never get this kind of national
recognition. They’ve worked their
and storage in small spaces. It’s
about getting the tenants you feel are
passionate enough, have the ability
and wherewithal to stick with it, and
do this successfully.

Transport retail
By Matt Alagiah
As Marcelle Rademeyer ( opposite ) and
Jean-Francois Nault of Beauleigh have
demonstrated in Toronto, transport-hub
retail can do more than just make money
for a transit authority. A central train
station is the entry point into the city for
the majority of visitors (and not only rail
arrivals, as many airport links terminate
there too – those flying into Toronto
Pearson, for instance, can take the UP
Express to Union Station, for instance).
The retail in such a place can play an
important role in representing the city
and the wealth of brands, designers and
independent operators based there.
Many stations fall short on this and
Central Station. Arrivals are deposited in
a beautiful, historic red-brick building,
a McDonald’s and an Upper Crust. It’s
hardly the most inspiring welcome and
feels like a huge missed opportunity,
considering the plethora of Copenhagen
brands that could be brought in here.
For inspiration, those in charge of
the tenant mix at Copenhagen Central
East Japan Railway (JR East) launched a
retail add-on to Tokyo’s Shinjuku station,
the busiest railway terminal in the world.
and cafés, NEWoMan, which is focused on
the female consumer, occupies eight floors
of a new tower at the station’s south exit.
They might also factor in a stop at
King’s Cross St Pancras International,
where the station’s Eurostar connections
with the continent have raised the retail
benchmark (which is otherwise fairly
low across the UK). London brands
and homegrown F&B operators do a
good job here of representing the city
to newcomers. These two examples
alone demonstrate the potential railstation retail has to not only persuade
commuters to linger but also to help
create a good first impression. —
Ilya Milstein

Union Station, in the heart of
Toronto’s downtown financial district,
is Canada’s busiest transit hub. Some

Retailers in the station
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do them justice. It’s like you’re walking

